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Introduction
Chances are as you’re reading this whitepaper, your mobile device, whether it be your
cell phone or a tablet, is within arm’s reach from where you are sitting. It could be in
your pocket, your purse, sitting on the desk or maybe you’re even using it right now and
multi-tasking on a call, checking a quick email message or even reading an electronic
version of the whitepaper. The fact is these smart little computers (yes, computers,
because that’s what they are) have worked their way into the very fabric of our lives. As
business owners, it’s important to understand every new marketing opportunity that can
help us engage and interact with our customers in this new form-factor.
Sure, you can still make a telephone call and actually talk to someone, but we more
often use these devices for text messages, checking email, browsing the web and
connecting via social media. Thanks to readily accessible WiFi connections and 4G/LTE
high-speed data availability we’re also taking more pictures and video (and sharing it),
as well as consuming video while “out and about”. Ever hopped on WiFi during a hotel
stay and watched a movie on Netflix? Try it next time and save the $14.95 for the inroom movie fee!
When it comes to time spent with all types of major media, eMarketer found that time
spent on a mobile device has increased over 270% over the past four years, growing
from 22 minutes per day to 82 minutes in 2012. While still not the largest category
(watching television maintains the top position with 278 minutes per day), mobile growth
rates are astonishingly higher than any of the other
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categories. Not surprisingly, both radio and print have decreased over the same period
(-6% and -31% respectively) with 92 minutes spent listening to radio and 38 minutes
(less than mobile) reading print.8
As consumer behaviour continues to change, we are now in the midst of the “third
screen evolution”. It all started in the late 1920s with the advent of the television, which
was the first platform where marketers’ messages could be seen, as well as heard.
Here we have the “first screen”. Fast forward to the early 90s and along came the World
Wide Web. Now computers from all over the world could be connected to one another
via the Internet with easy to use, graphical displays called browsers that made it
possible for the everyday person to get online – launching the “second screen”. And
while there were “smartphones” before the iPhone was launched in 2007, Apple’s
innovative device set the bar for how this “third screen” would change the way
consumers communicate with one another (and how businesses can spend their
marketing dollars).
As a business becomes interested in marketing more effectively to the increasingly
connected consumer, mobile marketing is no longer a strategy that can be ignored. It’s
simply the “place” to be if you want to get noticed. Remember not too long ago when
you just stood in the checkout line, maybe eyeballing the tabloid magazine covers while
you spent your time diverting the kids from putting all the candy in their pockets?
According to Google, 59% of us now are using this “waiting in line time” to hop on our
phones and head online.1 We are multi-tasking like never before, thanks to the alwayson connection to the rest of the world that sits right in the palm of our hand.
Google also found that 48% of us use our phones while eating, most likely to take
pictures of what we are eating and send along to friends and our social networks.2 Pew
Internet & American Life Project’s Cell Phone Activities 2012 reports that taking photos
is the leading activity performed on a mobile device, followed by text messages and
accessing the Internet.3
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We’re even using mobile devices while shopping, and maybe you’ve even done it
yourself. You’re in a store and see a product you want to buy, but quickly pull out your
phone and search to see if you can find it online cheaper, maybe read a review to see if
it’s worth buying or find an alternate product that is rated higher (or less expensive). If
you’ve done this, you’re certainly not alone, as according to Google, 44% of consumers
use their smartphones while shopping.4
And as you would expect, there are apps to help with your comparison-shopping efforts,
with one of the more innovative ones being Flow, powered by Amazon. Described as
“an augmented reality app that lets you discover information about items around you,”
Flow makes it possible to easily identify tens of millions of products with your
smartphone. Once identified, you can touch links on the screen to learn more about a
product, find out about related products, read reviews and, of course, make a purchase
directly through Amazon.com. You can even share product details with friends via email
or social media.
Hopefully the point has been made that consumers are using their mobile devices for
more than just phone calls. As a business owner however, how do you leverage this
newfound knowledge into an effective marketing strategy? The good news is that you’re
past the first step and can admit that mobile is here to stay and worthy of your attention.
It’s the chosen device of the younger generation, in use with 66% of those ages 18-29
and 68% of those living in households earning $75,000 or more owning smart phones.5
These are the customers of tomorrow and the ones with the income to spend, which
make them attractive demographics to bring to your business.
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1. Social
It’s evident that we are connecting with each other via networks like Facebook and
others from our mobile devices. In fact, a recent study by eMarketer reported that for
Facebook specifically, there were 157 million “mobile only” users of their service in Q4
of 2012, compared to 126 million the quarter prior (an increase of almost 25% for the
three-month period). Overall, eMarketer also reports that just over 60% of U.S. mobile
phone users are accessing social networking sites on their devices (up from 29% in
2010).6
When you think about how to leverage mobile in your social strategies, it’s important to
note that consumers interact differently on a phone vs. a tablet, although many
businesses may lump the two devices into the same category. Those interacting with
you on a phone will likely be waiting in line or at some other time when they have a
quick minute to hop on and check out what’s happening. Knowing this, you’d want to
ensure that any messages you’re creating are quick and easy to digest by keeping
updates short or considering the use of images (remember, they say a picture is worth a
thousand words) to make engagement easy. You need to make sure that updates are
also easy to share and send along to their friends (and their connections) to help spread
the word on your behalf.
Conversely, when consumers are on a tablet there’s a good chance they are not “out
and about” and have a little more time to engage and take in what you’ve got to say. AIB
Research found that a tablet owner is typically accessing social media while either
watching TV (33%), right after they wake up (28%), winding down after
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work (25%) or at bedtime (23%).7 When interactions like this take place via a tablet
device, they can be more feature-rich and engaging, since the visitor is there with a bit
more time and under more of a leisurely pace. John Fahrner, CEO and Founder of
BumeBox, said it well when he stated, “When users are accessing social experiences
on their smartphones, emphasis needs to be on how you’re going to let them
communicate… [On] the tablet, all the emphasis changes to content publishing.”8
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2. Text (SMS) Messages
Second only to taking photos, text messaging remains one of the most popular activities
performed by users that own a mobile device. Unlike many of the other activities that
are mentioned in this whitepaper, one of the unique elements of a text message (also
referred to as SMS, or short message service) is that it can be used with a standard
feature phone. You don’t need to be able to get to a browser or load an app (like with
social media or web browsing) or require a camera (see QR codes below). Sending or
receiving text messages can be done on just about any type of phone and is a quick,
two-way means of communicating your message.
It’s no secret that we are using text messages as a way to communicate, making it an
activity consumers are already comfortable with. Pew Research and Marketing Charts
reported that U.S. adult Internet users between the ages of 18-24 send the most
messages (median = 109.5 messages per day). Even those aged 45-54 are sending 14
messages per day, which is more than one every hour of a typical workday.9
Similar in many ways to email marketing, if not done right, text message marketing can
be a waste of time and money (and even hurt your brand’s efforts). First and foremost,
you need to ensure that you’re using an “opt-in” permission-based approach to growing
your list of mobile numbers. Don’t just take all of your customers’ mobile phone numbers
and upload them into your mobile marketing system, especially since some cell phone
plans still charge for incoming text
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messages (and you don’t want to be sending your customers messages that cost them
money when they are not expecting it – that won’t end well!).
Speaking of mobile marketing systems, you’ll want to use some sort of a text message
service that aids you with your sending efforts and collecting necessary subscriptions.
These services typically charge a setup fee and then an ongoing monthly fee based on
features provided and the number of messages you want to send and receive each
month. They will also provide you with what’s known as a “short code,” which you can
think of as a shortened phone number that people will use to send you a message and
start the interaction process. This short code will also be used with a series of
“keywords” that will tell your system what campaign they wish to sign up for and what
topics they are interested in.
By allowing your customers to opt-in to your text message program, you get to leverage
the conditioned response that we’ve developed, similar to Pavlov’s dog salivating at the
sound of a bell in expectation of food. When your phone rings, vibrates or flashes you
know there’s a message from a friend or someone you’ve chosen to hear from and you
jump at the chance to read it. According to CITA – The Wireless Association, 95% of all
text messages received are actually read by the recipient. Compare this with the fact
that if you get an open rate north of 20-30% for an email marketing campaign you’re
doing well and you can quickly see how text message marketing could potentially
become one of your favourite tools on your marketing toolbox.10
Leads360 published a report entitled Text Messaging for Better Sales Conversion and
reported that when used correctly in the sales process, text messages can help to
increase sales by as much as 112%.11 The report reinforced the use of a permissionbased approach and making sure the recipient can easily opt-out if they wish at any
time. Their data suggests that texting in business is very much an earned privilege in
the communication process. So what are some of the “right” ways to use text messages
as part of the sales and marketing process? During the sales process you can keep
your prospects engaged with sending follow-up information on commitments you’ve
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made, reminders for upcoming appointments, acknowledgement of receipts or
documents and even requests for missing information. Establish the expectation that
you’ll be communicating with them in this manner and then leverage your chosen
system to keep in touch.
Here’s another example. Let’s say you’re the owner of the local coffee shop and you
want to be able to send specials to your customers for discounts on drinks and food at
certain times of the day. You put a flier up in the shop that says “Text JAVA to 12345 for
food and drink specials” (this is just an example, don’t really use this code!). In this
example 12345 is the short code and JAVA is the keyword. You could also have other
keywords for use like MUSIC or BOOKS when your customers want to know about local
musicians coming to the shop or book club meetings. You could even tie this to a QR
(quick response) code so those with smartphones could just scan the code and opt-in
that way.
TIP: As a general rule, when using QR codes, it’s always good to provide the “text” way
of opting-in for those that are not using a smartphone.
Your text message platform captures this information and keeps the lists organized for
you, making it easy for you to send a “blast” message to everyone the next time the
local folk singer is coming to the shop (MUSIC), giving you an opportunity to fill up the
place (and hopefully sell a lot of coffee in the process). Some refer to this as “business
on demand” considering the power that you have with text messages and the fact they
are highly likely to be read. They can also target a specific time frame when business
may be slow and are easy (and inexpensive) to manage.
Just imagine if your coffee shop typically sees a dip in traffic on Thursday afternoons
and you would like to try and generate some additional sales on what is normally a lazy
afternoon. Thursday morning you could send a special offer to your JAVA subscribers
and say, “Two for one drink special this Thursday 2-4pm. Bring a friend and say you’ll
treat!” Now people come in (when you’re typically slow), they bring a friend and chances
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are they may also grab something to eat while they are there. These likely would be
people that otherwise may not have come to the coffee store that day (so you’re not
cannibalizing “normal” business) and helping to get people into the store when you want
them to show up.
Here are some of the other ways that you could creatively engage and interact with your
customers via text messages:

Reminders.

Make sure that important deadlines, events and activities are brought

to their attention.

Voting.

Get feedback from your customers on new product ideas or allow them to

select a winner in a contest or similar promotion.

Donations.

Make it easy to support charitable causes (the Red Cross has done a

great job with this during recent weather-related events).

Alerts.

Bring important announcements to your customers’ attention like security

warnings, emergency store closings, etc.

Business Cards.

You can provide your personal contact information in a follow-

up text message, making it easy for people to add you to their contacts.

Text to Win.

Create fun contests with trivia or other creative ways to engage and

automatically identify random winners.
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3. QR Codes
One of the ways that business can take an offline experience, such as an ad in
newspaper or printed brochure, and turn it into an online experience is with the strange
looking “quick response” (QR) codes. You may have seen these before (or the Microsoft
equivalent, called a “tag”); they are square, two-dimensional checkerboard bar codes
(originally developed for the automotive industry, in case you’re wondering). Now,
however, these QR codes are popping up everywhere as smartphone cameras and
apps designed to read these codes are on almost every phone sold today.

The consumer simply scans the QR code with their phone’s camera and the symbol’s
embedded information is magically transformed into a code that tells the phone what to
do next. You can be taken to a mobile-friendly webpage for additional information or to
sign up for additional information on an online form. It can provide you with contact
information (like a digital business card) or even launch a video to play on your phone
and provide you with an interactive presentation from what would have been a static,
printed advertisement. They can even be set to launch many of the common text
message functions mentioned
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previously. The important part is marketers now have the ability to take what once was
a static, fixed amount of information and turn it into a virtually limitless method of
providing detail directly from a mobile device.
As camera technology becomes even more sophisticated, like what we’re seeing with
apps like Google Goggles and Flow by Amazon.com, the jury is still out on whether QR
codes will be needed down the road as these apps are smart enough to recognize
products and even locations without the need for the QR code itself. But at least for
now, QR codes seem to be a popular way to get even more information in the hands of
your customers while they’re on their mobile device.
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4. Location (GPS) and
Check-Ins
One of the nifty features that today’s smartphones offer is GPS location, which comes in
handy when you’re using Google Maps to help get you where you need to go. There are
apps like Glympse that can even share your location with others so they can see when
you’re “on your way” – something your spouse may appreciate if you’re running late for
dinner and you need to prove that you’re stuck in traffic!
As a marketer, knowing the location of your customers is also a valuable tidbit of
information to have, as you may be able to present them with an offer at the right time,
like when they are physically present at your establishment. Or, maybe you’d want to
send a special offer to someone that’s at a competitor right down the street and you
want to get him or her to change his or her mind and purchase from you instead.
Whatever the case, mobile users are using apps like Foursquare, Facebook, Google
and Twitter to share not only their thoughts and stories, but also their location with
friends and those they are connected to.
One example of how American Express is using this to their advantage is through their
partnership with Foursquare. As one of the more popular “check-in” apps available
today, Foursquare has figured out how to turn checking-in into something fun and
interactive. Users can collect “badges” for different categories (like coffee shops,
Mexican restaurants, travel, etc), plus you can leave tips for others to check-in and if
you happen to visit (and check-in) more than anyone else, Foursquare
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rewards you by appointing you as the Mayor. Do you know who the Mayor of your
business is?
Getting back to American Express: they formed a national deal with Foursquare to offer
cardholders discounts when they checked in on their mobile phones at certain shops
and restaurants. These discounts are in addition to the awards and merit badges
mentioned earlier, and these money-saving offers are designed to reward American
Express users (and even change behaviour).
Here’s a real world example of this strategy impacting consumer behaviour. Let’s say
you’re on vacation in San Diego, USA and visit a quaint downtown restaurant for
breakfast. You proceed to check-in via Foursquare to see if there were any “deals”
available, and since you’re on vacation, to show your friends that you’re having
breakfast in sunny San Diego. It’s a Sunday, so the standard coupon offered for the
check-in is invalid (only good on weekdays), but there’s a secondary offer presented by
American Express. By registering your American Express card and using it to pay the
bill, it entitles you to a 15% discount off your bill. While your normal “go-to” card is a
Visa®, that day you’re likely going to use the AMEX card for the purchase (and again
when faced with other opportunities to save money). Thanks to Foursquare and
American Express knowing where you were (and what you were doing) they very likely
changed your purchase behaviour.
The other component of the “check-in” strategy is to leverage the customers’ interaction
with your brand and promote the experience to their network and friends. Maybe you
share your breakfast experience with friends (if it was good enough), offering up some
much-valued word-of-mouth advertising. Maybe you also leave a “tip” for others that
would visit in the future, encouraging them to register their American Express cards so
they too could get a discount. Thanks to the mobile device, you helped market both the
restaurant and American Express – all for 15% off your bill. Now that’s cheap
advertising!
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5. Don’t Forget Your
Website
Avinash Kaushik, author of Web Analytics 2.0 and Web Analytics: An Hour A Day, and
Digital Marketing Evangelist at Google, says “never let social media write checks that
your website can’t cash.”12 Modified for the purposes of this whitepaper, this could be
said as “never let your mobile marketing strategy write checks that your website can’t
cash.”
This means if you plan on engaging your customers with any of the aforementioned
mobile marketing strategies, ultimately the goal is to get them to “do something” that will
lead to a conversion (most likely, on your website). That may be an actual sale of a
product, signing up for your newsletter, requesting an appointment, etc. But if you take
the mobile customer to a non-mobile-friendly website, you now are requiring them to do
things like pinch, zoom, tilt and all sorts of other finger acrobatics to complete the
process. If it’s too difficult, chances are all the work you’ve done up to that point will be
lost and they’ll quickly click the back button and be gone.
If you haven’t read our whitepaper on Responsive Web Design we highlight recommend
you download it and read it as well (or re-read it again if you have read it now that
you’ve learned that a mobile strategy cannot exist in a vacuum). The concepts of
mobile-friendly web construction and responsive web design (RWD) are ones that
further support the “check cashing” concept of a well-organized mobile
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strategy. It also will help to ensure that your customers are experiencing your brand
consistently on their mobile device, no matter how they decide to engage with you.
There are many other ways to leverage the mobile device when it comes to marketing
your business. We’ve only scratched the surface here, but hopefully you’ve come away
with the realization that the potential of marketing your business via a mobile strategy is
limited only by your imagination.
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What is WSI?

• We Simplify the Internet!
• International internet marketing agency est: 1995
• 1200 Offices
• 80+ Countries
• 345 Certified Google Experts
• 35 Certified Analytics Experts
• 28 Certified Conversion Specialists
• 381 SEO Content Developers
• International recognition (WMA)
What do we do?
Internet marketing solutions – websites, e-commerce, mobile websites, responsive web
design, ASEO, paid search, email marketing, audits.

Get in touch with an expert and get the best digital marketing solution for
your business now!

Partners

Contact
WSI eStrategies
info@wsiestrategies.com
www.wsiestrategies.com
Tel. 613.424.7042
Ottawa, ON, Canada
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